
5‐Acre site‐specific submission to Plan Melbourne, on behalf of materially impacted owners of   

Ironbark Road, Diamond Creek Victoria. 

18/12/15 

*This property is located on the west side of Ironbark Road from original Diamond Creek town centre (Chute Street)

it adjoins neighbouring lands of  Ironbark Road, Diamond Creek that directly  adjoins  Pioneer Road, 

Yarrambat. Please see enclosed map (which has also been provided with  other submissions of adjoining lands) 

• Please allocate separate submission numbers for this site specific submission and provide us  with

this number.

• The owners of this property wish to be heard on this submission by the Plan Melbourne  Advisory

Committee as a heavily impacted site-specific property. We will further expand on  this submission on the

terms of reference most relevant and pressing to us. This vacant lot is a 5-acre property with attached

distinctive established urban reticulated infrastructure.

• We wish to be heard on all aspects of this submission without any limitation of scope,

jurisdiction, responsibility or other without excuses.

• All reviews, including this one, must assist in the equitable correction of mistakes pointed out and that known,

as is the case with this land. This basic principle cannot be ignored;  otherwise the result is financial and other

advantage or exploitation and flawed consecutive processes including those relating to Plan Melbourne Refresh.

• In June 2000, the New Format Nillumbik Planning Scheme was approved. In this process, these urban category

lands and neighbouring adjoining lands were back-zoned into an Environmental Rural Zone (now Rural

Conservation.) Such zoning for this land was against  then applicable legislation, that protected these land’s

precious and distinctive urban  reticulated infrastructure and capacity (privately pre-paid for directly and

indirectly). We  have pointed out this serious mistake continually to all levels of government to date, to no avail.

(See our submissions, presentations and petitions including that to Plan Melbourne and those tabled in

Parliament. See also our evidence and submissions to Parliamentary inquiries, including those that informed this

process that denied us our right to be heard.)

• This inequitable overlooking/ignoring of our land’s urban entitlements cannot continue to occur. We ask Plan

Melbourne Refresh to administer a duty of care and trust to assist us in  righting the situation, to ensure we are

no longer disadvantaged by Plan Melbourne (and other) in the non-recognition in our urban planning and

coordinated infrastructure establishment.

• It is essential that Plan Melbourne Refresh review all our previous submissions to Plan Melbourne (and

interrelated processes), as these were completely overlooked and ignored in all its strategies and policies. This

was and still is completely unacceptable. We were denied natural justice and procedural fairness from onset,

including the processes that informed it.

• This land has been a suburban part of Melbourne for decades, and has originally been a part  of the City of

Heidelberg. Its north ward broke away (approximately 1965) to form the pro- development shire of  Diamond

Valley. It became the city of Banyule, in mid 1990s, where  this land should have remained. It is now in the Shire

of Nillumbik. We object vehemently in  advance to any inclusion of this land within the city of Whittlesea should

the boundaries  change.

• Infrastructure is the crux of all planning. This land was in the Metropolis for water, sewerage, drainage,

electricity and all other coordinated services for residential development. What has happened? It is totally

unreasonable and unfair for this land to be  taken our of its urban service catchment. We were not consulted

and continuingly requested protection of our land’s precious services.
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• This land’s urban status must be returned. It must stay urban. Its urban identification not  erred ‘rural’ one.  Its 

urban values not erred ‘rural’ ones. It must be in Melbourne’s  Metropolitan Urban Boundary, not ‘rural’ 

Hinterlands as cemented conservation into  perpetuity, as proposed by Plan Melbourne Refresh. It must have 

urban water business, not  ‘rural’. It must be included again in urban sewerage and drainage, not ‘rural’. It must 

keep  urban electricity and telecommunications, not ‘rural’, and keep/be included in all other infrastructure 

urban, not rural ones. They must be included as urban strategies and policies,  not rural ones. 

 

• Plan Melbourne and related plan Melbourne Refresh will remain flawed until the serious planning mistakes 

pertaining to this land and adjoining neighbouring lands are equitably corrected. These lands must be included 

in Melbourne’s New Metropolitan Urban Boundary. This will enable equitable correction of these lands into 

General Residential or Township Zone, irrespective of any final site-specific land use. This will enable 

recognition/remuneration of equitable urban land values if and where necessary. 

 

• Green wedge, conservation, landscape, bio-diversity, climate change, or any other new community aspiration is 

not an excuse to deny the above as these can still be equitably  designated as such in the over-all development 

plans of any residential area or site-specific properties. This would also enable other options 

such as agreed/mediated equitable transfer of infrastructure and associated property/development rights or 

entitlements acceptable to all parties. 

 

• It is unfair, unreasonable by anyone’s standards to take our lands out of their utility/servicing catchments by 

the new Plan Melbourne Refresh, directly and or indirectly  via its policies, strategies and other. This includes 

the proposed locking in of the flawed  Melbourne’s Metropolitan (and other) and the cementing of the green 

wedge. 

 

• If others need our precious services instead there can be no objectivity whatsoever in any policies or 

strategies applicable for this land. IS THIS WHY OUR LAND’S EQUITABLE    PLANNING CORRECTIONS AND 

RIGHTFUL URBAN RECOGNITION REMAINS OUTSTANDING?  Why is Nillumbik Shire’s Green Wedge 

Management Plan limiting commercial development,  including tourism, and other land sustainable uses (that 

require reticulated infrastructure) being limited to the confines of a township boundary? Why is Nillumbik 

Shire Council  incorrectly omitting these lands from the new suburb of Diamond Creek and new township of 

Yarrambat, particularly when these lands were even gazetted in the mid 1970s as both an extension to the 

Plenty Yarrambat urban district and waterworks trust district. This was an  addition to all other urban planning 

of Diamond Creek. This gazettal was essential before the infrastructure works could begin and the tenements 

like this one charged for it. 

 

• These were paid and sacrificed as part of the metropolis. How do you regress lands back from paid 

progress to ‘hinterlands bush’ from urban to rural with the poor excuse of green wedge? 

 

• In light of the above arguments in this submission, we now refer you to  officers report 

/ submission to Melbourne Refresh (dated 15/12/2015.) 

 
• Point 15 of their ‘KEY ISSUES’ states “Overall, the focus on the refresh of Plan Melbourne with a deliberate 

emphasis on the inclusion of environmental sustainability, social equity,  enhanced liveability and economic  

strength directions is welcomed.” We likewise welcome  these aspirations / focus. Please                   therefore 

ensure our lands urban planning corrections as discussed earlier are urgently undertaken, as continually 

pointed out and requested to  achieve the above. Locking down incorrect urban boundaries  and cementing the 

current green wedge in Nillumbik is unreasonable and unacceptable. 

 

• It is also inequitable to enable strategies and policies of Plan Melbourne Refresh, which prevent lands with 

infrastructure from utilizing these assets as in our case. 

 

GROWTH CHALLENGERS, FUNDAMENTAL PRINCIPLES AND KEY CONCEPTS 
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• Contrary to Council, we do not support” the maintenance of the hard urban edge”. A soft edge provides a 

much-needed variety of housing diversity and research shows this is best f i  r e protection for urban areas. This 

should not be limited to township and urban boundaries 

 
• There cannot be a clear strategy and action plan for Melbourne’s green wedges until our l a n d  and adjoining 

neighbouring lands are correctly removed from the green wedge and reinstated within the metropolitan 

boundary, now known as Melbourne’s New Metropolitan  Urban Boundary. 

 

• We support the concept of a 20 minute cities, but only if its criteria includes transport by car  not just 

walking, public transport or other mode. 

 
• We only support the concept of the twenty-minute cities, if this application extends from all activity centre and 

township boundaries, and is not limited to being within them or Melbourne’s New Metropolitan Urban 

Boundary. 

• We object to Nillumbik Councils suggestions for rural township boundaries particularly, new  ones like 

Diamond Creek and the proposed new Yarrambat Township that inequitably and incorrectly excludes those 

from the historic and legitimate ones, as is occurring with the  above lands. Township and suburb expansion 

needs to be flexible and determined by market needs, supply and demand. 

 

• Changes to townships, robs these landowners of their sense of history and identity, which is unfair and 

unreasonable. 

 
• We object to local councils restriction of health, education, sporting, leisure and recreation  precincts being 

limited to specific precincts or again being limited to within township  boundaries. 

 

• There are great benefits for these uses to be equally supported with areas outside of township boundaries. 

They can offer unique opportunities in such cases.  Please see all our planning application lodged at 

Nillumbik Shire Council since 2000. 

 

• We reiterate, cementing the green wedge, including the addition of new legislation, is not an excuse to protect 

Nillumbik’s green wedge, biodiversity, environmental, landscape and other community aspirations. These can 

be incorporated fairly within the development of any area or site-specific property itself, be it urban or rural 

classification. 

 

• We support all policies, strategies of Melbourne Refresh that promote equitable transfer of  property / 

development rights to achieve the above objectives. 

 
• Plan Melbourne must be equitable to rural and green wedge landowners. It is currently discriminatory and 

taking of financial and other advantage / exploitation at the expense the acreage land owners being forced 

to provide it. It contravenes the Victorian objectives of  planning. 

 

• We submit that Ironbark Road is reinstated as an urban arterial. It is the main urbanised road connecting 

the township of Diamond Creek to Yarrambat post office and the developing north. It has been a 

significant school bus route since 1970’s, and is logical to  extend the public bus transportation here. VIC 

roads need to maintain this heavily traffic  road for safety. It cannot be hidden and described as a minor 

local road! 

 

• We object to Council and VCAT refusing applications for development on lots smaller than the minimum 

allowable in a rural conservation zone with the excuse of…. “The potential signification impact of clearing 

required to establish a fuel modified zone around any future development.” This is unreasonable. In many 

case the vegetation is there because of Councils new restrictive policies preventing it from being cleared. 

 



• The development and fee and simple ownership rights of the above landowners are being seized with these 

refusals. These smaller lots were permissible at the time and often agreed to under the relevant interim 

development orders. 

 

• Landowners who may not have built on these yet should not now be penalized, particularly  those who 

waited for the promised smaller residential subdivisions or other to occur (and planned accordingly as with 

this 5-acre property.) 

To be continued. 
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